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REVIEW

Maintaining mitochondrial ribosome function: The role of ribosome rescue and 
recycling factors
Franziska Nadlera,#, Elena Lavdovskaiaa,b,#, and Ricarda Richter-Dennerlein a,b*
aDepartment of Cellular Biochemistry, University Medical Center Goettingen, Goettingen, Germany; bCluster of Excellence “Multiscale Bioimaging: 
From Molecular Machines to Networks of Excitable Cells” (MBExC), University of Goettingen, Goettingen, Germany

ABSTRACT
The universally conserved process of protein biosynthesis is crucial for maintaining cellular homoeostasis 
and in eukaryotes, mitochondrial translation is essential for aerobic energy production. Mitochondrial 
ribosomes (mitoribosomes) are highly specialized to synthesize 13 core subunits of the oxidative 
phosphorylation (OXPHOS) complexes. Although the mitochondrial translation machinery traces its 
origin from a bacterial ancestor, it has acquired substantial differences within this endosymbiotic 
environment. The cycle of mitoribosome function proceeds through the conserved canonical steps of 
initiation, elongation, termination and mitoribosome recycling. However, when mitoribosomes operate 
in the context of limited translation factors or on aberrant mRNAs, they can become stalled and 
activation of rescue mechanisms is required. This review summarizes recent advances in the under-
standing of protein biosynthesis in mitochondria, focusing especially on the mechanistic and physiolo-
gical details of translation termination, and mitoribosome recycling and rescue.
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Introduction

Mitochondria are semi-autonomous organelles of eukaryotic 
cells that maintain a minimal genome (mitochondrial DNA, 
mtDNA). The organelle was gained as a result of endosym-
biosis between an α-proteobacterial cell and a host cell of 
archaeal lineage [1]. Evolutionary shaping of the mtDNA led 
to massive depletion of its gene content [2] and as a result, the 
human mtDNA encodes for just 13 proteins of the OXPHOS 
system, 2 ribosomal RNAs (rRNA) and 22 tRNAs [3]. 
However, the mitochondrial gene expression machinery is 
composed of nuclear-encoded proteins. Defects in compo-
nents of the mitochondrial translation apparatus lead to 
OXPHOS dysfunction and contribute to a diverse range of 
multisystem disorders collectively termed mitochondrial dis-
eases [4–6].

Although the reactions of the translation cycle are conserved 
among all domains of life, the underlying mechanisms in different 
systems are adjusted to accommodate specific features of the 
mRNAs, variations in the genetic code and the peculiarities of 
synthesized polypeptides [7]. Each step in translation is guided by 
a conserved set of translation factors, including accessory factors 
like translational GTPases [8]. In mitochondria, many of these 
factors have evolved mitochondrial-specific insertions absent from 
bacterial or cytosolic homologs. Furthermore, certain factors pre-
sent in other systems are lacking in mitochondria, while others are 
duplicated and have acquired distinct functions. Evolution of the 
mitochondrial translation apparatus was tightly coupled with 
mtDNA reduction and adaptation of the mitochondrial ribosome 
(mitoribosome) to operate with short, leaderless mRNAs lacking 

a Shine-Dalgarno (SD) sequence or a cap-like structure [9]. 
Modern mitoribosomes combine conserved sites involved in 
mRNA decoding, peptidyl transferase reaction and translation 
factor association with remodelled regions crucial for mRNA 
engagement, tRNA binding and nascent polypeptide extrusion 
[10–13].

The cycle of mitoribosome function consists of four steps: 
initiation, elongation and termination of the polypeptide, followed 
by ribosome recycling, which provides free subunits capable of 
engaging in subsequent rounds of protein synthesis. Translation 
termination initiates when a stop codon enters the A site of the 
mitoribosome, where it is recognized by dedicated peptide release 
factor(s). Formation of the post-termination complex with 
a deacylated tRNA in the mitoribosomal P site is a pre-requisite 
of the canonical recycling process. Under certain circumstances, 
however, mitoribosomes stall on mRNA transcripts and cannot 
resume protein synthesis. As the biogenesis of mitoribosomes is 
energetically costly for cells, these trapped complexes must be 
rescued and recycled to ensure the presence of sufficient mitoribo-
somes for ongoing translation. The ancestral bacterial system has 
evolved several strategies to resolve arrested ribosomes [14]; how-
ever, these mechanisms are not directly applicable to mitoribo-
somes. Recent biochemical and structural studies tremendously 
expanded our knowledge of the mechanisms of translation termi-
nation, ribosome recycling and rescue in mitochondria.

In this review, we summarize the recent advances in under-
standing of mitochondrial translation, highlighting recent discov-
eries regarding mechanistic details and regulation of each step, 
guided by nuclear-encoded translation factors. As many aspects of 
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mitochondrial translation remain poorly characterized, we refer to 
the ancestral bacterial system to appreciate similarities and differ-
ences and integrate the available knowledge within the evolution-
ary context.

Structural features of the mammalian mitoribosome

The mitoribosome has diverged significantly from its prokar-
yotic ancestor. In mammals, the fully assembled, mature mitor-
ibosome has a sedimentation coefficient of 55S and a molecular 
mass of 2.7 MDa. The loss of specific rRNA segments and 
recruitment of novel proteins during evolution result in 
a protein-to-rRNA ratio of 2:1, which is the reverse of that 
observed in ancestral bacterial 70S ribosomes. The mtSSU 
consists of the 12S rRNA and 30 ribosomal proteins (MRPs) 
[12,13] whereas the mtLSU encompasses two RNA molecules, 
16S rRNA and structural tRNAVal or tRNAPhe, and 52 MRPs 
[10,11]. The structural tRNA is incorporated into the central 
protuberance (CP) and replaces the otherwise universally con-
served 5S rRNA. Mitochondrion-specific elements of the CP 
(mL40 and mL48) form the P-site finger, which holds the 
tRNA elbow regions during translation [13,15].

As an adaptation to engage leaderless mRNAs lacking SD 
sequences, the 3ʹ end of the 12S rRNA does not contain an 
anti-SD motif and is stably fixed by mS37 at the mRNA exit 
site, and mRNAs are instead stabilized by interactions with 
bS1m [12,13]. The remodelled mRNA entrance site consists of 
a mt-specific extension of uS5m and a pentatricopeptide 
repeat protein mS39 (PTCD3), which facilitates recruitment 
of mRNAs to the mitoribosome [12,13].

Nascent polypeptides emerge from the mitoribosome 
through the polypeptide exit tunnel (PET). The hydrophobic 
nature of the mitoribosomal PET walls and remodelling of the 
polypeptide exit site compared to other ribosomes favour the 
extrusion of membrane proteins, a key feature for expression 
of the membrane-embedded components of the OXPHOS 
complexes. When not actively translating, the PET is 
obstructed by insertion of the N-terminal domain of mL45, 
which also serves as a membrane anchor [16–18]. When the 
mitoribosome initiates protein synthesis, the mL45 plug is 
removed as a result of an interaction with the inner mito-
chondrial membrane insertase, oxidase assembly 1-like pro-
tein (OXA1L) [18,19].

However, despite the changes in rRNA content and overall 
architecture, the functional centers involved in the universally 
conserved translation process, are well conserved in the 
mitoribosome. Thus, the 16S rRNA helices comprising the 
peptidyl transferase center (PTC) on the mitoribosomal 
large subunit (mtLSU) as well as the 12S rRNA segments 
forming the mRNA decoding center on the mitoribosomal 
small subunit (mtSSU) are similar to those of bacterial 70S 
ribosomes [10–13]. Like other ribosomes, the mitoribosome 
bears the functionally conserved tRNA-binding sites: aminoa-
cyl (A) site, peptidyl (P) site and the exit (E) site [12,13,20], 
and GTPase-associated center (GAC), which includes the L7/ 
L12 stalk, the stalk base and the sarcin-ricin loop (SRL, h95). 
The GAC recruits translational GTPases and stimulates fac-
tor-dependent GTP hydrolysis.

The functional integrity of the mitoribosome relies on 
intersubunit bridges but the mitoribosomal subunits interact 
less extensively than those of bacteria, forming only 15 inter-
subunit bridges [12,13,21]. Remarkably, most of the contacts 
within mitoribosomes are mediated by protein–protein or 
protein–RNA interactions, while in bacteria, intersubunit 
bridges are formed mainly via RNA–RNA contacts [12,13,22].

The mitochondrial translation cycle

Initiation

The first step of protein synthesis, initiation, includes mRNA 
engagement, start codon selection and Watson-Crick pairing 
with the recruited initiator tRNA. Development of the translation-
ally competent initiation complex (IC) proceeds through the for-
mation of several intermediates. In mitochondria, initiation 
requires the assistance of only two initiation factors: mtIF2 and 
mtIF3. Lack of IF1 in mitochondria is compensated by the mito-
chondrion-specific domain insertion within mtIF2, which pre-
vents the A site from premature tRNA accommodation during 
IC formation [17,23,24].

The first complex, designated as pre-initiation complex 1 
(mtPIC1), consists of the mtSSU and initiation factor 3 
(mtIF3) (Figure 1, Table 1) [25–27]. mtIF3 forms extensive 
contacts with the mtSSU platform, thereby preventing the 
complex from premature association with the mtLSU and 
initiator fMet-tRNAfMet [26,27]. Next, interaction of the 
mtIF3 N-terminal domain (NTD) with the mitochondrion- 
specific protein mS37 at the mRNA channel exit com-
presses h28 of the 12S rRNA at the mtSSU neck and allows 
mtIF2*GTP recruitment, resulting in formation of mtPIC2 
[27]. The following events can likely proceed via several 
alternative pathways [28]. The first scenario is reminiscent 
of bacteria and would involve mtIF2-mediated recruitment 
of the initiator fMet-tRNAfMet, while mtIF3 ensures the 
correct codon-anticodon pairing between mRNA and fMet- 
tRNAfMet in the P site [17,25,26,29–31]. However, in vitro 
reconstitution of the mitochondrial ICs and subsequent 
structural analysis suggest that, in contrast to translation 
initiation in bacteria, recruitment of the mRNA and fMet- 
tRNAfMet occurs concurrently with subunit joining and 
strictly require prior dissociation of mtIF3 from the com-
plex [27]. The second envisaged scenario is reminiscent of 
leaderless mRNA loading onto assembled bacterial 70S 
ribosome complexes, where IF3 occupies a non-canonical 
position on the 50S subunit to perform its function in 
initiation complex formation [32,33].

The precise function of mtIF3 in mitochondrial translation 
initiation remains controversial. Biochemical studies in a yeast 
model have demonstrated that mtIF3/Aim3 depletion leads to 
translation imbalance resulting in decreased levels of COX1 
and COX2, and increased levels of ATP6 and ATP9 [34]. In 
line with these observations, ablation of mtIF3 in cultured 
cells results in a significant decrease of ATP6 (translated 
downstream of ATP8) and possibly ND4 (downstream of 
ND4L) [35]. In contrast, ablation of mtIF3 in mouse is 
embryonic lethal, and conditional heart- and skeletal mus-
cle–specific knock-out leads to imbalanced translation [31]. 
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Importantly, in the same study, mitoribosome profiling 
revealed an increase in ATP6/8, ND4/4 L and ND5 footprints 
in the knock-out cells [31]. Thus, loss of mtIF3 specifically 
affects the translation of the two mitochondrial bicistronic 
transcripts, likely due to mitoribosome stalling on these 
mRNAs [31,35]. It is tempting to speculate that the factor 
fulfils an essential role in bicistronic transcript translation [8]. 
Although the exact mechanism of ATP6/8 and ND4/4 L 
translation remains unknown, a recent study by Cruz- 
Zaragoza et al. (2021) demonstrated that ATP8 translation is 
a prerequisite for ATP6 translation and that ND4 translation 
depends on ND4L translation [36]. Whether mtIF3 plays an 
active role in this interdependent process, which would 
require a backward movement of the ribosome and reinitia-
tion, needs to be further addressed.

Another long-standing question concerning mRNA loading 
onto mitoribosomes has recently been solved using single particle 
cryogenic electron microscopy (cryo-EM). As already mentioned, 
mitochondrial mRNAs (mt-mRNAs) lack an SD sequence or a cap 
structure at the 5ʹ end, and therefore, their recruitment to mitor-
ibosomes occurs via a mechanism distinct from bacteria and 

eukaryotes. The delivery of mt-mRNAs to the mRNA entry chan-
nel is mediated by the LRPPRC/SLIRP complex, which binds to 
the pentatricopeptide repeat (PPR) domain-containing mitoribo-
somal protein mS39 [15,17]. After the IC is formed, contact 
between mtIF2 and the SRL facilitates GTP hydrolysis by mtIF2, 
and the factors leave the assembled complex, allowing transition to 
the elongation phase.

Elongation

During elongation, the ribosome translocates along the mRNA 
transcript, converting the genetic information into the amino acid 
sequence of a polypeptide. The process proceeds through three 
cycles: mRNA codon decoding by a cognate tRNA, peptide bond 
formation and translocation of the mRNA–tRNA module 
(Figure 1, Table 1). The basic mechanism of elongation remains 
conserved among all ribosomes [8,29,37].

Transition from initiation to the elongation phase is 
coupled with the delivery of the second aa-tRNA (aminoacyl 
tRNA) to the mitoribosomal A site by the mtEFTu*GTP 

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the mitochondrial translation cycle. Mitochondrial protein synthesis follows the four steps of translation initiation, 
elongation, termination and ribosome recycling (for details see main text). Translation factors are depicted as follows: mtIF2, light blue; mtIF3, brown; mtEFTu, purple; 
mtEFTs, magenta; mtEFG1, Orange; mtRF1a, red; mtRRF, dark blue; mtEFG2, pink; MALSU1 module, turquoise; GTP and GDP are shown as red and Orange circle, 
respectively. Most of the depicted states were structurally resolved by cryo-EM (for PDB codes and further details, see Table 1). The MALSU1 module composed of 
MALSU1, L0R8F8 and mtACP may act as an anti-association factor during ribosome recycling.
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complex (elongation factor thermo unstable) [38,39]. 
Evolutionarily conserved rRNA helices of the mtSSU decod-
ing center proofread the basepairing between the mRNA 
codon and the anti-codon of the newly delivered tRNA to 
ensure cognate aa-tRNA binding [19]. If the quality control 
criteria are fulfiled, mtEFTu*GTP comes into close contact 
with the SRL, which mediates GTP hydrolysis and subsequent 
mtEFTu*GDP release from the translation complex [19,40]. 
Re-charging of mtEFTu with GTP is performed by mtEFTs 
(elongation factor thermo stable), another conserved factor 
[41,42].

The correct accommodation of the aa-tRNA in the A site 
allows the second elongation step, the peptidyl transferase 
reaction. This reaction is catalysed by the conserved PTC of 
the mitoribosome, which comprises solely elements of the 16S 
rRNA and facilitates the transfer of the nascent polypeptide 
from the P site tRNA to the α-amine of the A site tRNA 
[10,11]. The final step of the elongation process, namely 
translocation, involves the high-fidelity in-frame movement 
of the mRNA with bound tRNA by exactly three nucleotides. 
During this process, the deacetylated P site tRNA and A site 
tRNA bearing the polypeptide chain shift to the E and P site 
respectively. The E site tRNA is then ejected by conserved 
elements of the L1 stalk. This process is coupled with multiple 
large-scale movements of the mtSSU and proceeds through 
the formation of tRNA hybrid states [19]. In bacteria, trans-
location is catalysed by EFG*GTP (elongation factor G), 
which stabilizes the hybrid states and facilitates translocation 
[43]. Mitochondria have evolved two homologs of the 

bacterial elongation factor: mtEFG1 and mtEFG2. While 
mtEFG1 is required for translation elongation, mtEFG2 spe-
cifically acts in concert with the ribosome recycling factor 
mtRRF, initiating splitting of the mitoribosomal subunits at 
the end of the translation cycle [44–47]. The function of 
mtEFG1 is reminiscent of bacterial EFG and coupled with 
GTP hydrolysis induced by the mitoribosome GAC [48,49]. 
This factor prevents retrieval of the P site tRNA back to the 
A site and facilitates mtSSU rotation, thus driving the hybrid 
tRNAs to adopt their new positions [19,48,49]. When the 
translocation step is accomplished, mtEFG1*GDP leaves the 
translation complex and a new mRNA codon is present in the 
A site ready for the next cycle of elongation [48,49].

Translation Termination

When the ribosome translocates to a mRNA codon not 
assigned to a cognate tRNA, the final stage of protein synth-
esis, translation termination, occurs. The stop codon is 
detected by release factors, which trigger hydrolysis of the 
polypeptide chain from the peptidyl-tRNA.

Translation termination in bacteria
The decoding mechanism responsible for recognizing the 

termination codon and subsequent cleavage of the polypep-
tide chain from the peptidyl-tRNA on translating 70S ribo-
somes requires a release factor, which specifically recognizes 
and binds to the translation termination codons UAA, UAG 
and UGA in a codon-dependent manner [50]. Codon recog-
nition is performed by two distinct release factors: RF1 and 

Table 1. Cryo-EM structures of mitochondrial translation and ribosome rescue states.

Structure PDB/EMD code Description Ref.

mtPIC1 PDB 6RW4 28S + mtIF3 [27]

mtPIC1 PDB 6NF8 
PDB 6NEQ

28S + mtIF3 [45]

mtPIC2* (w/o mtIF3) PDB 6GAZ 28S + mtIF2 [17]

mtPIC2 PDB 6RW5 28S + mtIF3 + mtIF2 [27]

55S-IC PDB 6GAW 55S + mtIF2 + mRNA + fMet-tRNAfMet (P site) [17]

Decoding complex PDB 7A5G 55S + A/T-tRNA/mtEFTu + P/P tRNA/nascent polypeptide + E/E-tRNA [19]

Accommodated complex PDB 7A5I 55S + A-tRNA + P-tRNA/nascent polypeptide + E-tRNA [19]

Accommodated complex PDB 6ZM5 55S + A/A-tRNA + P/P-tRNA/nascent polypeptide + OXA1L [18]

Accommodated complex PDB 6ZSG 55S + A/A-tRNA + P/P-tRNA + E-tRNA [15]

Rotated-1 complex EMD-11636 55S + A/A-tRNA/nascent polypeptide + P/E-tRNA [19]

Ti Post-translocation (Rotated-2) complex PDB 6YDW 55S + A/P-tRNA/nascent polypeptide + P/E-tRNA + mtEFG1*(GDP+Pi) [48]

Rotated-2 complex PDB 6VLZ Poorly resolved: 55S/ rotated mtSSU + E-tRNA + mtEFG1*(GMPPCP) [49]

Rotated-2 complex PDB 6ZSE 55S + A/P-tRNA + P/E-tRNA [15]

Post-translocation complex PDB 6VMI 55S + P-tRNA + E-tRNA + mtEFG1*(GMPPCP) [49]

Post-translocation 
+ Vacant A-site complex

PDB 6YDP 55S + P-tRNA/nascent polypeptide + mtEFG1*(GDP+Pi) [48]

Post-translocation complex PDB 7A5K 55S + P-tRNA/nascent polypeptide + E-tRNA + mtEFG1*(GMPPCP) [19]

Vacant A-site* (transient state) PDB 7A5F 55S + P-tRNA/nascent polypeptide + E-tRNA [19]

Termination complex PDB 7NQH 55S + P-tRNA + mtRF1a [47]

Recycling complex-1 PDB 6ZS9 55S + mtRRF [15]

Recycling complex-1 PDB 7NSI 55S + P/E-tRNA + mtRRF [47]

Recycling complex-1 PDB 6NU2 
PDB 7L08

55S + P/E-tRNA + mtRRF [45,46]

Recycling complex-2 EMD-23114 55S + E-tRNA + mtRRF + mtEFG2*(GMPPCP) [46]

Split mtLSU 
(canonical recycling)

PDB 7NSH 39S + mtRRF + mtEFG2*(GDPNP) [47]

Split mtLSU 
(canonical recycling)

PDB 7L20 39S + E-tRNA + mtRRF + mtEFG2*(GMPPCP) [46]

Non-stop rescue complex PDB 7NQL 55S + P-tRNA + ICT1 [47]

Split mtLSU (alternative recycling) PDB 7OF4 
PDB 7OF6 
(distinct PTC conformations)

39S + GTPBP6*(GTP) [133]

Split mtLSU 
(mtRQC)

PDB 7A5H 39S + P-tRNA/nascent polypeptide + mtRF-R + MTRES1 [19]
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RF2, which are responsible for the recognition of UAA and 
UAG or UAA and UGA codons, respectively [51,52].

The prokaryotic release factors harbour a recognition motif 
that resembles a tRNA anticodon, thereby endowing them 
with codon specificity. This motif consists of a tripeptide, 
which is either proline-x-threonine (PxT) for RF1 or serine- 
proline-phenylalanine (SPF) for RF2 [53]. With emergence of 
crystal and cryo-EM structures of RF1 and RF2 bound to the 
ribosome, the precise mechanism of decoding was solved [54– 
57]. These studies demonstrated that not only the recognition 
motif interacts directly with the stop codon but that also the 
tip of α5 helix plays an important role. Together, those two 
elements act as ‘molecular tweezers’; upon entering the decod-
ing site of a ribosome and sensing a stop codon, the release 
factor interacts with the stop codon with high affinity, indu-
cing conformational changes in the ‘closed’ release factor, 
triggering it to adopt an open conformation and enabling 
domain 3 to reach the PTC. A sense codon on the other 
hand is recognized with low affinity and thereby the subse-
quent conformational change in the release factor is not 
provoked. This mechanism prevents premature termination 
while also enabling efficient translation by coupling codon 
recognition and peptide release [58,59].

Promoting hydrolysis of the ester bond between the nascent 
polypeptide chain and the peptidyl tRNA is mediated by the highly 
conserved GGQ motif in domain 3. This amino acid sequence, 
present in all known release factors in the three domains of life, is 
essential for proper release factor function as it stimulates the 
peptidyl-tRNA hydrolase (PTH) activity [60,61].

The distance between the decoding center of the 30S SSU and 
the PTC of the 50S LSU is approximately 75 Å whereas the 
distance between the decoding motif and the GGQ motif of the 
release factor is only 23 Å. The overall structure of the release 
factor therefore needs to elongate to span these features. If a stop 
codon is sensed correctly, the release factor is tightly associated 
with the stop codon and dependent on this event, conformational 
changes in the so-called ‘switch-loop’ are induced. The switch- 
loop connects the GGQ-harbouring domain 3 and domain 4 and 
upon its extension, domain 3 reaches into the PTC where it 
interacts with the peptidyl-tRNA. The open conformation of the 
release factors is reminiscent of the overall shape of a tRNA and the 
GGQ motif mimics the typical CCA extension. Once present in 
the PTC, the two glycine residues of the GGQ motif may form 
a channel providing access for the water molecule needed for the 
nucleophilic attack, thus enabling the peptide to be hydrolysed and 
released [54,55,57].

Mitochondrial translation termination
In human mitochondria, the genetic code differs from the 

universal one. While the three codons UGA, UAG and UAA are 
specified as stop codons in bacteria and the eukaryotic cytosol, 
UGA is reassigned as to code for tryptophan in human mitochon-
dria [62]. Interestingly, two alternative stop codons terminate 
translation of the mt-mRNAs MT-CO1 (mRNA encoding for 
COX1) and MT-ND6 (mRNA encoding for ND6); there are no 
complementary tRNAs for the AGA and AGG codons in human 
mitochondria, implying that they function as stop codons and not 
as arginine codons like in bacteria or the cytosol [63]. Whether the 
two proposed additional stop codons AGA and AGG function as 
alternative termination codons in mitochondria and whether they 

are recognized by dedicated release factors is still under debate. 
A − 1 frameshift mechanism has been suggested for MT-CO1 and 
MT-ND6, which would lead to termination at a conventional 
UAG stop codon as the preceding nucleotide is a uridine in both 
cases [64].

Based on their homology to the bacterial release factors, 
four putative mitochondrial release factors have been identi-
fied: mtRF1, mtRF1a, ICT1/mL62 and C12ORF65. While all 
four factors contain a GGQ motif-containing PTH domain, 
only mtRF1 and mtRF1a also contain a codon recognition 
domain. In contrast, ICT1 and C12ORF65 possess positively 
charged C-terminal extensions of different lengths, which are 
similar to those found in bacterial rescue factors.

Which of the two codon-specific release factors is the main 
mitochondrial release factor was, for a long time, an outstanding 
question. Although mtRF1 was identified as the first mammalian 
mitochondrial release factors decades ago [65,66], an increasing 
body of evidence supported the role of mtRF1a as the canonical 
release factor in mitochondria [47,64,67–70].

The most striking difference between mtRF1 and mtRF1a 
resides in their codon recognition domain. While mtRF1a shows 
high similarities to E.coli RF1 in the decoding motifs, having 
a classical tripeptide motif (PKT) and α5 helix tip, two extensions 
are present in the corresponding motifs of mtRF1: a two amino 
acid (RT) insertion just before the tip of the α5 helix and an 
extended codon recognition hexapeptide motif (PEVGLS). 
Whether these extensions represent co-evolved features that 
allow mtRF1 to accommodate changes in mt-rRNA structure 
and the overall mitoribosomal architecture remains elusive 
[20,67,70].

The function of mtRF1 remains largely unknown as despite 
being a mitochondrial protein with high sequence homology to 
bacterial class I release factors, mtRF1 does not show any release 
factor activity in vitro using bacterial 70S ribosomes irrespective of 
which codons were tested [68,69]. As in silico studies and compu-
tational data come to different conclusions, there is dissent regard-
ing the function of mtRF1. Homology modelling and hybrid 
activity assays where domains critical for codon recognition by 
bacterial RF1 were exchanged with the cognate domains of mtRF1 
suggest that mtRF1 may be a potential candidate for decoding the 
non-standard stop codons AGA and AGG as the large adenine 
purine base could be accommodated by its extended decoding 
motifs [70]. However, this possibility was ruled out by Lind et al. 
(2013) and Huynen et al. (2013) [67,71]. Based on homology 
modelling, molecular dynamics and free-energy calculations, 
Lind and colleagues proposed that mtRF1 has the same codon 
reading qualities as bacterial RF1 and mtRF1a, and thus could 
recognize canonical UAG and UAA as stop codons. Huynen and 
co-workers suggested that mtRF1 might instead be involved in 
ribosome rescue by binding ribosomes with an empty A site lack-
ing mRNA as it would otherwise sterically clash with a stop codon 
accommodated in the ribosomal A site. However, a recent struc-
tural attempt failed to recover mitoribosomes with mtRF1 bound 
in positions supporting any of these scenarios, leaving the question 
of its role in translation termination still open [47].

In contrast, a clear consensus regarding the function of mtRF1a 
has emerged. In line with the high similarity to bacterial RF1, 
mtRF1a shows the same codon reading abilities on canonical 
UAG and UAA stop codons and also displays PTH activity 
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when biochemically assessed in in vitro translation termination 
assays [68,69]. mtRF1a could potentially terminate translation of 
all 13 mitochondrial-encoded transcripts, as 11 are directly termi-
nated by UAG or UAA codons and termination of MT-CO1 and 
MT-ND6, which are supposed to be terminated by AGA or AGG, 
also would present an UAG stop codon upon −1 ribosome 
frameshifting.

Recent structural data of mtRF1a bound to mitoribosomes 
programmed with either UAG- or UAA-containing mRNAs con-
firmed the role of mtRF1a in translation termination upon recog-
nition of standard stop codons (Figure 1, Table 1) [47]. 
Interactions observed between bacterial RF1, the ribosome and 
the mRNA are highly conserved in the mtRF1a complex [55]. The 
codon recognition domain is positioned in the decoding center 
and deciphers mRNA codons in the same way as its bacterial 
counterpart; while the first position U is coordinated by Thr208 
(Thr186 in RF1) of the PxT motif and the tip of the α5 helix, the 
A at the second position is also in close contact with Thr208 as well 
as other adjacent residues. Similar to bacterial RF1, the third 
position nucleotide is stacked against G256 (bacterial G530) of 
the mitoribosomal 12S rRNA and similarly contacted by two 
residues of mtRF1a (Thr216 and Glu203) that would accommo-
date either an A or G at this position. Upon binding, the switch- 
loop of mtRF1a undergoes large conformational changes so that 
the catalytically active PTH domain can reach the PTC, stabilized 
via stacking interactions similar to its bacterial homolog, and thus 
trigger peptide hydrolysis.

Ribosome recycling

After translation termination, the ribosome undergoes a recycling 
step, which includes disassembling of the post-termination ribo-
some complex (PoTC) into ribosomal subunits and ejection of the 
remaining tRNA and mRNA. In bacteria and mitochondria, recy-
cling is carried out by three factors: ribosome recycling factor ((mt) 
RRF), EFG/mtEFG2, and (mt)IF3 (Figure 1, Table 1) [8,29]. The 
general mechanism of ribosome recycling seems to be conserved 
from bacteria and involves the collaborative action of RRF and 
EFG to disassemble the PoTC. To prevent subunit re-association, 
IF3 binds to the SSU blocking elements involved in intersubunit 
bridge formation and facilitating release of the remaining mRNA 
[29,30]. Similarly to mtIF3 acting as an anti-association factor 
bound to the mtSSU, the MALSU1-module (composed of 
MALSU1, L0R8F8, and mtACP) was recently shown to be 
bound to split mtLSU complexes, suggesting dual functions during 
ribosome biogenesis and recycling as discussed later [19] (Figure 1, 
Table 1).

The central player of the canonical recycling pathway, (mt) 
RRF, retains a conserved, essential function from eubacteria to 
human mitochondria [72,73]. The factor consists of triple helix 
bundle in domain I, connected via flexible linkers to domain II 
[45–47]. In addition, human mtRRF contains an N-terminal 
extension that is not cleaved upon protein import into mitochon-
dria [73]. The precise function of the extension is controversially 
discussed. A study by Koripella et al. (2021) [46] suggested the 
extension to be important for stabilizing the rotated conformation 
of the 55S complex, precluding mtEFG2 binding. However, in 
a parallel study by Kummer et al. (2021) [47], an N-terminally 

truncated isoform of mtRRF was used and the recycling efficiency 
was unaffected.

EFG and its mitochondrial homologs mtEFG1 and mtEFG2 
are translational GTPases consisting of five highly conserved 
domains [43,74]. These domains are folded into two super- 
domains (domain I+ II and domain III–V) that are connected 
via a flexible linker [46–49,75]. The presence of two paralogs in 
human mitochondria implies the existence of a mechanism to 
ensure binding of the appropriate factor to elongating ribosomes 
(mtEFG1) or to PoTCs (mtEFG2). mtEFG2 is compositionally 
and functionally specialized for recycling; firstly, in contrast to 
mtEFG1, its binding to the mitoribosome complex depends on the 
presence of mtRRF and secondly, mtEFG1 has a C-terminal exten-
sion and positively charged amino acid patch, which preclude its 
interaction with mtRRF [46–49].

The third factor, (mt)IF3, is not directly involved in ribo-
some dissociation but instead, prevents subunit re-association 
by blocking the SSU [76]. Thus, (mt)IF3 factor possesses dual 
functions by acting in both translation initiation and ribo-
some recycling. However, a recent study by Rudler et al. 
(2019) [31] suggested that the anti-association function 
might be dispensable in human mitochondria.

A prerequisite of the canonical recycling pathways in 
both bacteria and mitochondria is the PoTC with an 
empty A site and non-charged tRNAs in the P and E sites 
[8,29]. This status is of high physiological importance as it 
ensures that only ribosomes which have terminated protein 
synthesis can enter the recycling step. The mechanism of 
discriminating ribosomes with this status has been eluci-
dated through structural studies, which demonstrated that 
binding of (mt)RRF facilitates the P site tRNA to shift into 
P/E state whereupon domain I of (mt)RRF blocks the PTC 
from tRNA engagement [45,46,77,78]. This movement 
would only be achievable for a deacylated tRNA, otherwise 
the remaining polypeptide would make it sterically 
impossible.

Binding of mtRRF to the 55S mitoribosome stabilizes the 
rotated state of the mtSSU [15,45–47]. In contrast, bacterial RRF 
is able to associate with both rotated and non-rotated 70S PoTC 
[78–80]. The overall position of mtRRF on the 55S PoTC complex 
is reminiscent of bacteria with the triple helix bundle of domain 
I embracing the A and P sites formed by 16S rRNA helices [45–47]. 
Accommodation of mtRRF on the fully rotated 55S PoTC desta-
bilizes seven of the 15 inter-subunit bridges [46]. In bacteria, EFG 
follows the same mode of action during translation elongation and 
ribosome recycling. EFG*GTP binding to the ribosome complex 
does not require the presence of RRF and occurs in a compact 
conformation [43]. To facilitate mRNA-tRNA translocation or 
PoTC dissociation, EFG adopts an extended conformation and 
its GTPase domain interacts with the SRL. As a result of GTP 
hydrolysis during this translocation step, EFG facilitates SSU rota-
tion and mRNA-tRNA movement through the ribosome [43]. In 
case of recycling, when RRF is present, the extended domains III 
and V of EFG create a cleft with embedded domain II of RRF [78]. 
The motion induces RRF domain II to rotate towards helix 69 of 
the 23S rRNA. Cooperative movement of helix 69 and domain II 
of RRF towards the B2a intersubunit bridge causes its disruption 
[78,80]. Similarly, the mitochondrial recycling machinery extracts 
the critical intersubunit bridge-forming helix 69 of the 16S rRNA 
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by capturing it between domains I and II of mtRRF in a tweezer- 
like manner and directly lifting it away from helix 44 [46,47]. In 
case of mitoribosome recycling, this motion is induced by 
mtEFG2*GTP binding, and, in contrast to bacteria, is not coupled 
to GTP hydrolysis [44,46,47]. The helix displacement by mtRRF 
leads to disruption of the central B2a intersubunit bridge [46,47] 
and probably also the B3 intersubunit bridge [46].

What can go wrong: ribosome pausing vs. stalling

The velocity of translation is not linear and differs between 
various mRNAs as well as across distinct regions of a given 
mRNA. Rapid protein synthesis alternates with ribosome 
deceleration or pausing. Ribosome pausing in bacteria usually 
results from the mRNA primary or secondary structural fea-
tures, such as the presence of rare codons, poly-Lys or poly- 
Pro stretches encoded within the message, or aminoacyl tRNA 
starvation [81]. It serves as a key mechanism to adjust protein 
synthesis in changing environmental conditions and to ensure 
the fidelity of the cellular proteome. Paused ribosomes are 
able to resume translation when the underlying problem is 
solved, for example, when tRNAs become available again or 
the challenging nucleotide cluster has been passed. Although 
the dynamics of mitoribosome movements along mt-mRNAs 
currently remain unexplored, accumulating evidence suggests 
that mitoribosome pausing is required to coordinate the pro-
duction of the mtDNA-encoded OXPHOS subunits with the 
influx of the nuclear-encoded subunits [82,83].

Under certain circumstances, however, arrested ribosomes are 
not capable of resuming translation and the intervention of rescue 
mechanisms is required. The main causes of ribosome stalling are 
aberrant mRNAs, defective translation factors or errors within the 
ribosome itself [84,85]. For example, in mitochondria, aberrant 
mRNAs can arise as a result of partial nucleolytic degradation or 
incorrect processing, or defects in polyadenylation, which lead to 
incomplete stop codon in certain ORFs [8,9].

As co-transcriptional mRNA quality-control mechanisms are 
absent in bacteria and mitochondria, their ribosomes can engage 
and consequently initiate translation of aberrant mRNAs. As 
a result, ribosomes not able to terminate correctly are therefore 
stalled at the 3ʹ end of truncated mRNAs due to the lack of 
a codon in the ribosomal A site. Bacteria have evolved different 
pathways to resolve such stalled translation complexes: the trans- 
translation system, the alternative rescue pathways initiated by 
ArfA/ArfB and the RqcH-mediated ribosome-associated quality 
control mechanism [84–86]. These mechanisms are invoked to 
overcome ribosome stalling and thereby recycle ribosomal sub-
units to prevent diminished protein synthesis capacity.

Ribosome rescue pathways in bacteria

Trans-translation system

The most critical form of ribosome stalling happens when 
a so-called ‘non-stop’ translation complex is formed due to 
the lack of an mRNA codon in the decoding center In this 
case, the ribosome is trapped in a complex where it is tightly 
bound to the mRNA and the peptidyl-tRNA. Neither elonga-
tion factors nor a canonical release factor can act on these 

stalled ribosomes and the peptidyl-tRNA in the P site prevents 
binding of RRF thus precluding dissociation of the ribosome 
into its subunits [87]. Trans-translation was identified as the 
main bacterial rescue mechanism as genes encoding at least 
one of the core components have been found in almost all 
bacteria [88]. The central components of this rescue system 
are the transfer-messenger RNA (tmRNA, encoded by ssrA) 
and the RNA-binding protein SmpB [89,90].

The tmRNA is a specialized RNA with properties of both tRNA 
and mRNA as it contains a tRNA-like domain (TLD) lacking an 
anticodon region but with an acceptor arm and an internal open 
reading frame that serves as an mRNA-like template. The 3ʹ end of 
the tmRNA is recognized by the canonical alanyl-tRNA synthetase 
(AlaRS) and can thereby be charged with alanine. The interaction 
between tmRNA and AlaRS is further increased by the binding of 
SmpB to the TLD. This complex mimics a classical tRNA as the 
globular domain of SmpB replaces the anticodon stem loop of the 
tRNA. Upon binding of the canonical elongation factor EFTu to 
the TLD, the tmRNA-SmpB complex is delivered to the A site of 
non-stop stalled ribosomes. Interference with elongating ribo-
somes is prevented by the C-terminal tail of SmpB, which adopts 
an α-helical conformation when bound to the ribosome and 
thereby senses whether the mRNA channel is empty. Upon enter-
ing the ribosomal A site, the acceptor arm of tmRNA is placed in 
the PTC such that the truncated, nascent polypeptide chain can be 
transferred to the tmRNA-alanine and binding of EFG then enable 
the complex to translocate to the P site. Consequently, the tmRNA 
is first in an A/P hybrid-state and large rotational conformation 
changes of the 30S head allow the mRNA-reminiscent part of 
tmRNA to be placed in the mRNA channel, thereby displacing 
the C-terminus of SmpB. Upon translocation of the first codon 
(the resume codon), the internal open reading frame is placed at 
the A site. It encodes for a short protein tag (AANDENYALAA), 
which marks aberrant proteins for degradation. Elongation con-
tinues as usual until the stop codon is reached and translation is 
terminated by canonical release factors. The tagged polypeptide is 
released, recognized by several proteases and consequently 
degraded [90–92]. Trans-translation also serves as mRNA quality 
control mechanism by recruiting RNase R to degrade the aberrant 
mRNA, thereby preventing re-initiation of translation on dysfunc-
tional mRNAs [93]. Via this process, the ribosome can also be 
released and recycled for another translation cycle.

Alternative ribosome rescue pathways

ArfA
Although trans-translation appears to be the major bacterial 
ribosome rescue pathway, mutations in the ssrA gene leading 
to depletion of tmRNA are not lethal in most bacteria, 
indicating that alternative rescue pathways can compensate 
for the loss of trans-translation. Mutational screening in 
E. coli identified YhdL, renamed ArfA (alternative ribosome- 
rescue factor A), as the protein required for cell viability in 
the absence of tmRNA-based trans-translation. Lack of both 
trans-translation and ArfA is lethal in E. coli, confirming the 
physiological importance of ribosome rescue mechanisms 
[94]. As ArfA does not exert any PTH activity on its own, 
it requires an additional factor to release ribosomes stalled 
on truncated mRNAs. ArfA binds at a vacant ribosomal 
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A site and recruitment of the canonical release factor RF2 
induces hydrolysis of the aberrant peptide from the P site 
tRNA. ArfA serves as an adapter molecule for RF2, as its 
codon recognition domain (SPF) is not required for binding 
to the ArfA-non-stop ribosome complex. The conserved 
GGQ domain of RF2 is, however, essential for ArfA- 
mediated ribosome rescue as it triggers hydrolysis of the 
peptidyl tRNA in the PTC [95,96]. Mechanistically, ArfA 
probes for the presence of an mRNA as already shown for 
tmRNA-SmpB [97,98]. By inserting its highly conserved, 
positively charged C-terminus from the A site of the decod-
ing center into the mRNA channel formed by the negatively 
charged 16S rRNA, ArfA is anchored at the intersubunit 
region by electrostatic interactions.

Notably, in contrast to tmRNA-based trans-translation, the 
ArfA-based rescue mechanism does not add a degradation signal 
to proteins released from non-stop ribosomes to mark them for 
proteolytic cleavage and thus does not contribute to protein quality 
control. Moreover, bacteria have developed a sophisticated 
mechanism to tightly coordinate ArfA expression and the need 
for ArfA-mediated ribosome rescue [99,100]. Transcription of 
arfA results in an mRNA containing hairpin structure, which is 
recognized and cleaved by RNAse III, thereby generating 
a truncated arfA mRNA lacking a stop codon. Consequently, 
a non-stop complex is formed when translating the arfA mRNA, 
and this is targeted by trans-translation thus tagging ArfA for 
subsequent proteolysis. However, if tmRNA activity is limited, 
disabled or overwhelmed, an active form of ArfA is translated, 
which can fulfil its function as a ribosome rescue factor thereby 
serving as a backup rescue system. In this way, unnecessary com-
petition between the two rescue mechanisms is prevented by 
keeping the level of ArfA minimal as long as tmRNA is sufficient 
to not only detect but also ultimately degrade non-stop complexes.

ArfB
A second alternative rescue system present in a wide range of 
bacteria can also release ribosomes stalled at non-stop complexes 
[101]. The E. coli YaeJ protein is able to facilitate peptide hydrolysis 
in the absence of an mRNA in the ribosomal A site and was 
therefore renamed as ArfB. In E. coli, although the chromosomally 
encoded copy of ArfB cannot rescue the lethal phenotype of the 
double arfA ssrA mutant, ArfB can act as a multicopy suppressor. 
In contrast to ArfA, ArfB possesses an N-terminal domain con-
taining a GGQ motif structurally and functionally similar to 
domain 3 present in the canonical release factors and is thereby 
implicated in PTH activity. However, instead of a codon recogni-
tion domain, similar to SmpB and ArfA, ArfB has a C-terminal 
domain consisting of basic residues, which is important for ribo-
some binding [102,103]. Indeed, the C-terminal tail of ArfB exerts 
the same function as SmpB and ArfA by forming an α-helical 
element with its positively charged residues and thereby sensing 
the occupancy of the mRNA channel to distinguish between 
actively translating ribosomes and those that are stalled due to 
translation of truncated mRNAs. Analogous stacking interactions 
as in the canonical decoding scenarios take place that not only 
anchor the protein at the decoding center of the small subunits but 
also induce conformational changes in the linker region of the 
protein so that the N-terminal globular domain can position its 
GGQ loop in close proximity to the CCA end of the peptidyl tRNA 

and thus trigger hydrolysis of the ester bond of the nascent poly-
peptide [104,105]. Consequently, there are several highly con-
served residues in ArfB homologs not only in the GGQ domain 
but also at the C-terminal tail and the linker region, which are 
responsible for effective ribosome-binding and thus PTH activity 
[106]. Similar to ArfA, ArfB does not tag the released polypeptide 
for proteolytic degradation.

It still needs to be elucidated, however, whether the physiolo-
gical function of ArfB needs specific (stress) conditions that favour 
the high copy expression of ArfB and limit the expression of 
tmRNA and ArfA. Thus, it is plausible that ArfB is not another 
backup rescue mechanism if trans-translation and/or ArfA are 
disabled, but rather could act in other possible pathways [87]. 
For example, ArfB was suggested to cooperate with a stress- 
induced ribosome recycling factor HflX (high-frequency lysogeny, 
locus X) [107]. HflX expression is typically nearly non-detectable 
under physiological conditions, but dramatically increases upon 
heat-shock, antibiotic treatment or manganese stress [108–110]. In 
this situation, ArfB facilitates nascent peptide release from the 
arrested ribosome, allowing HflX to enter the complex. Binding 
of HflX induces disruption of the B2a intersubunit bridge, thereby 
initiating ribosome dissociation [107]. Importantly, HflX remains 
bound to the LSU, preventing its engagement into translation until 
potential damages are eliminated [109,111].

RqcH/RqcP: ribosome-associated quality control in 
bacteria

Recently, a novel ribosome-associated quality control (RQC) 
mechanism was described in Bacillus subtilis [86]. The pathway 
is mediated by RqcH, a protein homologous to eukaryotic Rqc2/ 
NEMF. To initiate the process, the ribosomal subunits must sepa-
rate during translation elongation without release of the nascent 
polypeptide from the tRNA bound to the LSU. In eukaryotes, such 
ribosome dissociation is executed by Hbs1/HBS1L and Dom34/ 
Pelota with an assistance of ABCE1 [112], but the underlying 
ribosome dissociation mechanism in bacteria remains unsolved 
[14]. Remarkably, re-association of ribosomal subunits under-
going the RQC is prevented by RsfS, the bacterial homolog of 
human MALSU1, bound to the split LSU [113,114].

Structural analyses allowed visualization of the post- 
splitting LSU complex with RqcH embracing the L7/L12 
stalk, the CP and the PTC, and a peptidyl tRNA bound in 
the P site [113,115]. RqcH requires the assistance of 
another factor, RqcP/YabO, to resolve the aborted LSU 
complex. The suggested mechanism of RqcH-mediated 
RQC [113,115] implies the binding of RqcP to the peptidyl 
tRNA and its stabilization in the P site. Next, RqcH delivers 
the Ala-tRNAAla to the A site, mimicking the action of 
EFTu during conventional translation elongation. After 
Ala-tRNAAla enters the A site, peptidyl transfer is facili-
tated. The C-terminal Ala tailing marks the aberrant poly-
peptide for degradation in both mammalian cytosolic and 
bacterial RQC pathways [14,112]. To allow the P site tRNA 
to relocate to the E site and eventually leave the LSU, RqcP 
temporarily dissociates from the complex. Apparently, 
when the tRNA is positioned in the E site, RqcP can re- 
bind and tRNAAla bearing the nascent polypeptide shifts to 
the P site. The RQC poly-Ala elongation cycle, mediated by 
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the concerted action of RqcH/RqcP, repeats until an 
unknown factor(s) terminates the process. In the equivalent 
eukaryotic system, the cycle is aborted by the action of 
Vms1/ANKZF1 [116,117]. After the polypeptide chain is 
extracted, the C-terminal alanine tail is recognized by the 
protease ClpXP [86].

In the eukaryotic cytosol, RQC is initiated in response to 
ribosomes arrested in the scenarios of non-stop translation, 
tRNA starvation or when ribosomes collide on mRNAs 
[85,112]. The physiological relevance of the RqcH/RqcP- 
mediated RQC in bacteria is currently unknown but it was 
suggested to be induced by translation elongation stalling due 
to heat stress or antibiotic treatment [86].

Ribosome rescue in human mitochondria

ICT1/mL62

Although eukaryotes lack homologous trans-translation and 
ArfA-based backup rescue systems, ArfB homologs are present 
in all eukaryotic phyla where they are exclusively localized in 
mitochondria [118]. The human mitochondrial ICT1 (immature 
colon carcinoma transcript-1) is by far the most characterized 
ArfB homolog. Like its bacterial counterpart, ICT1 is significantly 
shorter than the codon-dependent release factors because it lacks 
the codon recognition domains 2 and 4 but it has retained the PTH 
activity-mediating domain 3 and thus has a similar domain- 
structure to the members of the bacterial rescue systems described 
above. The positively charged C-terminal tail and a functional 
GGQ motif are essential for ribosome binding and subsequent 
PTH activity in a codon-independent manner [106,119,120]. Loss 
of ICT1 results in a diminished cell viability and impaired mito-
chondrial functionality [120,121]. In vitro release activity assays 
demonstrated that ICT1 can act on ribosomes programmed with 
AGA- and AGG-mRNAs in the ribosomal A site, implying 
a function in termination of the non-standard stop codons [122]. 
However, recent structural studies confirmed that ICT1, similar to 
ArfB, binds to ribosomes containing truncated mRNAs where the 
mRNA channel is vacant, thus resembling a non-stop scenario 
(Figure 2, Table 1). C-terminal residues of ICT1 required for 
interaction with the 16S rRNA as well as interactions of the 
GGQ domain with the CCA end of the P site tRNA are highly 
conserved, implying the same mode of hydrolysis of the nascent 
polypeptide [47].

Interestingly, ICT1, also known as mL62, is an integral part of 
the human mitoribosome where it is located at the base of the 
central protuberance of the mtLSU [10,11,120]. When integrated 
into the mitoribosome, ICT1 cannot carry out its function as 
a ribosome rescue factor, as it is positioned approximately 70 Å 
away from the PTC and the GGQ motif cannot be close to the 
peptidyl tRNA to facilitate the hydrolysis of the ester bond. 
Extraribosomal ICT1 is, therefore, required to rescue ribosomes 
stalled at truncated mRNAs [122]. It is, however, still an open 
question how the mitoribosome differentiates between ICT1 that 
should be integrated into the CP and ICT1 which is needed as 
a rescue factor. It is possible that the majority of ICT1 may 
normally be incorporated into nascent ribosomal subunits but 
that under specific conditions ICT1 expression may be upregu-
lated, enabling it to also function as a rescue factor [87,97].

Importantly, ICT1 overexpression is associated with an 
unfavourable prognosis in certain types of cancer. Although 
first identified as a regulator in colorectal cancer (CRC) [123], 
ICT1 appears to be an important oncogene that is upregulated 
in diverse types of cancer like breast, prostate, lung and 
leukaemia [4]. For example, upregulation of ICT1 in hepato-
cellular carcinoma (HCC), the most aggressive and lethal liver 
tumour, promotes cell proliferation and cell cycle progression 
as well as inhibiting apoptosis of tumour cells by regulating 
the expression of proteins involved in the cell cycle and 
apoptosis, such as CDK1, cyclin B1, Bcl-2 and Bax. 
Upregulation of these genes is correlated with larger tumour 
size and more advanced malignant tumours. Therefore, ICT1 
expression levels can serve as a useful biomarker for prognosis 
and therapy [124].

C12ORF65/mtRF-R-C6ORF203/MTRES1: 
Mitoribosome-associated quality control (mtRQC)

The other member of the mitochondrial release factor family, 
C12ORF65/mtRF-R (mitochondrial release factor in rescue) 
shares the common catalytic GGQ motif responsible for PTH 
activity. Similarly to ICT1, this factor is devoid of codon- 
recognition moieties, raising the possibility of its involvement 
into nascent polypeptide release from the mitoribosome in force 
majeure situations. However, numerous in vitro studies failed to 
detect any release activity of mtRF-R using 70S bacterial ribo-
somes or 55S mitoribosomes programmed with various stop 
codons or lacking a codon in the A site as a substrate [47,125]. 
The conundrum of mtRF-R function was recently resolved by the 
unveiling of a role in the mtRQC pathway in human mitochon-
dria, reminiscent of the ABCF-type system in the cytoplasm and 
the bacterial RqcH/RqcP system (Figure 2, Table 1) [19]. 
Mitoribosomes stalled during the elongation step upon aminoacyl 
tRNA depletion appeared to be split. The resulting mtLSU particle 
with a peptidyl tRNA in the P site was found in a complex with 
mtRF-R and MTRES1 (mitochondrial transcription rescue fac-
tor 1). Apparently, similarly to the bacterial system, the resulting 
mtSSU particles can be immediately re-used, whereas the mtLSUs 
still contain the P site tRNA with the nascent polypeptide, which 
has to be removed to regenerate functional subunits. This 
mechanism implies the cooperative action of mtRF-R, which 
fulfils its function as a release factor by ejecting the nascent 
polypeptide chain, and MTRES1, which removes the remaining 
tRNA. The preceding mitoribosome dissociating mechanism 
remains, however, unclear.

Interestingly, the split mtLSU particle was associated 
with the MALSU1-L0R8F8-mtACP module (Figure 2, 
Table 1). This module was previously identified as 
a factor involved in mitoribosome biogenesis [114]. 
During both mitoribosome biogenesis and rescue, the 
MALSU1 module fulfils an anti-association function, 
homologous to cytosolic eIF6 and bacterial RsfS, preventing 
premature subunit joining [19,114]. Consistently with 
structural data, MTRES1 levels elevate upon mtDNA deple-
tion and its ablation leads to global translation deficiency 
[126,127]. Similarly, analysis of mitochondrial translation in 
fibroblasts derived from patients with mutations in 
C12ORF65 revealed a severe defect in protein synthesis, 
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leading to OXPHOS deficiency [125]. The physiological 
importance of the mtRQC pathway is demonstrated by 
the growing number of patients suffering from Leigh 

syndrome, optic atrophy and ophthalmoplegia due to mito-
chondrial dysfunction caused by mutations in C12ORF65 
(see for example [125,128–131]).

Figure 2. Mitochondrial ribosome rescue. Two pathways have recently been described involving two members of the release factor family, ICT1 (yellow) and 
C12ORF65 (renamed to mtRF-R, mitochondrial release factor in rescue; Orange). ICT1 targets stalled ribosome complexes with an empty A site due to truncated 
mRNAs (non-stop rescue pathway). Whether ribosomes follow the canonical (mtRRF, dark blue; mtEFG2, pink) or the alternative recycling pathway (GTPBP6, light 
blue) after ICT1-mediated peptide hydrolysis and whether aberrant mt-mRNAs can be detected and degraded are open questions. mtRF-R is required to rescue 
stalled complexes accumulating due to aa-tRNA starvation (no-go rescue pathway). mtRF-R acts in concert with MTRES1 (rose) on split mtLSU harbouring a peptidyl 
tRNA in the P site. Thus, the action of mtRF-R and MTRES1 depends on a preceding recycling event, however, it is currently unclear which factor can recycle these 
stalled complexes. Further translation factors are depicted as in Figure 1.
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An alternative mitoribosome recycling pathway

Recently, the GTP-binding protein GTPBP6, a human homo-
log of bacterial HflX, was identified as an essential mitochon-
drial protein with dual functions [132]. In addition to its role 
in mitoribosome biogenesis, GTPBP6 acts as an alternative 
recycling factor in human mitochondria [132,133]. Similar to 
the canonical and HflX-driven recycling systems in bacteria, 
GTPBP6 binding to the 55S mitoribosome facilitates disrup-
tion of the critical B2a intersubunit bridge by helix 69 dis-
location. However, GTPBP6 utilizes a different mechanism to 
dissociate mitoribosomes. Cryo-EM analysis of post-splitting 
mtLSU complexes revealed that GTPBP6 abstracts helix 69 by 
insertion of the Trp107 residue [133]. Interestingly, kinetic 
measurements suggest that GTPBP6-mediated ribosome split-
ting occurs more efficiently on vacant ribosomes or on PoTC 
[132]. Further structural analysis revealed that GTPBP6 bind-
ing to the 55S mitoribosome requires the deacylated tRNA in 
the P site as the presence of a polypeptide would sterically 
exclude GTPBP6 association [133]. Apparently, accommoda-
tion of GTPBP6, similar to mtRRF, favours the rotated state of 
the mitoribosome, which is achievable only with an 
uncharged P site tRNA [45–47].

The resulting post-splitting mtLSU complexes were found to be 
associated with GTPBP6*GTP, suggesting that GTP-hydrolysis is 
not a prerequisite for this alternative recycling pathway (Figure 2, 
Table 1). Deferred GTP hydrolysis by GTPBP6 after subunit 
dissociation highlights an additional role of GTPBP6 as an anti- 
association factor for mtLSU during mitoribosome recycling and 
biogenesis, similar to the MALSU1 module [19,114]. The exact 
mechanism that triggers GTP hydrolysis and subsequent dissocia-
tion of GTPBP6 from the mtLSU remains to be clarified; however, 
it is tempting to speculate that pre-IC2 (mtSSU*mtIF2*mtIF3) 
joining might promote GTPBP6*GDP release from the mtLSU. 
Thus, GTPBP6 might provide an elegant link between mitoribo-
some rescue and the formation of a translationally competent 
mitoribosome after recycling.

Due to the function of its bacterial homolog HflX, it is 
conceivable that GTPBP6 may be involved in the rescue of 
stalled mitoribosomes. So far, two scenarios for stalled mitor-
ibosome rescue has been documented: mtRQC, activated 
upon stalled elongation and dissolving of non-stop translation 
complexes mediated by ICT1. In the first case, post-splitting 
mtLSU complexes have been identified, however, a factor 
which could facilitate the initial translation complex dissocia-
tion, remains unidentified. It seems unlikely, however, that 
the subunit splitting is a result of GTPBP6 activity as the post- 
splitting intermediate still contains a peptidyl tRNA in the 
P site, which precludes GTPBP6 binding. Another more prob-
able scenario involves a potential role of GTPBP6-driven 
mitoribosome recycling in rescuing mitoribosomes stalled on 
non-stop mRNAs, the pathway initiated by ICT1, the human 
homolog of bacterial ArfB [47,119,120]. ArfB rescues ribo-
somes stalled on non-stop truncated mRNAs [104] and was 
proposed to precede the HflX-mediated splitting of stalled 70S 
ribosomes [107]. Thus, it is tempting to speculate that the 
action of ICT1 precedes GTPBP6-mediated mitoribosome 
recycling activity during the rescue pathway of mitoribosomes 
stalled on mRNAs lacking stop codons (Figure 2, Table 1).

Concluding remarks

Despite numerous similarities to the bacterial translation machin-
ery, the mitochondrial protein synthesis apparatus differs from its 
ancestors in many aspects. During the last decades, biochemical 
and structural approaches have shed light on the distinct steps of 
the translation cycle in the organelle; however, there are still many 
open questions. Recently, two mitoribosome rescue pathways have 
been described involving the release factors ICT1 and C12ORF65/ 
mtRF-R. While ICT1 acts like bacterial ArfB on non-stop ribo-
some complexes with truncated mRNAs, C12ORF65/mtRF-R, in 
concert with MTRES1, recognizes split mtLSUs with peptidyl 
tRNAs in the P site (Figure 2, Table 1). The latter is a result of 
a depleted pool of available charged tRNAs inducing the mtRQC 
pathway in human mitochondria. Interestingly, although a similar 
RQC pathway was also identified in bacteria, it is not mediated by 
a bacterial release factor, but instead by RqcH/RqcP. The remain-
ing questions concerning the human mtRQC are: 1) Which recy-
cling factor is capable of detecting and splitting otherwise intact 
translation complexes? 2) How is this factor recruited to the 
complex? 3) Are aberrant nascent polypeptides/mRNAs targeted 
for degradation? 4) Can the split subunits be restored and re-used? 
and 5) Are there any yet unknown factors involved?

Additionally, which specific conditions are required to activate 
GTPBP6-mediated recycling are still under debate. The physiolo-
gical relevance of the GTPBP6-mediated mitoribosome recycling 
pathway remains unclear. In contrast to stress-induced expression 
of its bacterial homolog HflX, GTPBP6 expresses constitutively in 
different tissue types [109]. This can, however, be rationalized by 
requirement of GTPBP6 during the assembly of mitoribosomes 
[132]. Based on the role of its bacterial counterpart, it is reasonable 
to speculate that GTPBP6 ribosome dissociation activity may be 
dispensable under physiological conditions as it can probably be 
complemented by the canonical recycling machinery. However, as 
HflX is activated upon different stress conditions including heat 
shock or antibiotics, it is possible that similar triggers may also 
activate GTPBP6 recycling activity. Further investigations will be 
required to elucidate substrate specificities and requirements of the 
two different recycling systems.
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